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1. HINGE LENGTH - the length of the leaves measured 

parallel to the pin. 

2. HINGE WIDTH - the overall dimension of the leaves 

measured across the knuckle. 

3. LEAF WIDTH - the dimension from the center  

of the pin to the outer edge of the leaf. 

4. KNUCKLE LENGTH - the nominal or typical dimension  

of the knuckle measured parallel to the pin. 

5. END PLAY - the amount of axial movement between  

the leaves. 

6. PITCH - the dimension from a point on the knuckle to  

the same point on an adjacent knuckle on the same leaf. 

7. PAINT CLEARANCE - the minimum dimension between 

the outer face of the knuckle and the opposing edge of 

the leaf cut out over the entire range of pivotal movement 

of the hinge.

WHEN ORDERING

PLEASE SPECIFY 

1. Series Number

2. Hinge Length

3. Open Width (unequal leaves, 

specify leaf widths)

4. Material Thickness and Type

5. Pin Diameter

6. Type of Swaging

7. Finish Required

8. Quantity

9. Hinges with Holes, Forming, 

etc., Need Blueprint or Sample 

Provided

HOW TO ORDER
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S & D 
Products, Inc.

Specializes in the  
manufacturing of  
custom and continuous  
designed Hinges,  
Hardware, Stampings  
and Assemblies of  
components to print 
specifications.  Our State 
of the Art Facility coupled 
with our ISO-9001-2008 
compliant processes 
insure we produce  
quality components to 
print specifications.  S&D 
Products has the ability  
to perform secondary  
operations such as hole 
punching, forming,  
offsetting, notching,  
countersinking, along  
with staking, spun ends 
and welding.

 When inquiring about 
Custom Hinges, please 
forward samples or blue 
prints to our trained 
customer service team 
for review.  In turn we 
will quote and reverse 
engineer components to 
your requirements. 



1. PLAIN or STANDARD ASSEMBLY  
Leaves lay flat in the same plane  

in an open position 

 

 

 

 

 

2. REVERSE ASSEMBLY  
Opposing leaves extend laterally from 

opposite sides of the pin in the open 

position. Leaves will not close ~ parallel 

position. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. UNEQUAL LEAVES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. ONE LEAF FORMED 900

5.     TWO LEAVES FORMED 900

6.     MULTIPLE BARREL

7.      MULTIPLE LEAVES

1. ONE LEAF HALF SWAGED 
One leaf swaged one half of 

pin diameter. 

 

 

 

 

2. BOTH LEAVES HALF SWAGED 

One half of pin diameter. 

 

 

 

 

3. ONE LEAF FULL SWAGED 
The diameter of pin

4.    ONE LEAF REVERSE SWAGED
       The diameter of knuckle or

       reverse swaged leaves will not

       close to a parallel position.

5.   OFFSET
       Forming of one or both leaves to

       provide more clearance between

       the leaves in closed position.

HINGE ASSEMBLY 

AND LEAF FORMING 

AVAILABLE

HINGE STANDARD SWAGING AND 

OFFSETTING AVAILABLE

All hinges  
available with: 

swaging 

offsetting 

forming 

holes in any pattern

notching 

trimming 

unequal leaves cut to   

your specified length

assembled or 

unassembled 

other pin sizes than 

listed 

other knuckle sizes  

than listed 

aluminum, brass or 

stainless steel pins

plating to your 

specifications 

including; anodizing, 

brite nickel, chrome, 

hot dip galvanizing, 

paint, and  

powdercoating

pre-plate galvanized

spring loaded

pins plain

cold formed or spun 

ends

any type of 

construction

steel, stainless steel, 

and aluminum in 

stock; brass and 

galvanized on special 

order
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TAKE APART, FLAG, AND SLIP JOINT HINGES

SPRING LOADED  

HINGES

STOP HINGES

GAUGE PIN DIA. OPEN WIDTH LENGTH

.040 .091 3/4'' 1''

.060 .125/.187 1-1/16''-SPECIFY 1''

.060 .125/.187 1-1/16''-SPECIFY 2''

.074 .187/.250 1-1/2''-SPECIFY 2''-SPECIFY

.090 .187/.250 1-1/2''-SPECIFY 2''-SPECIFY

.104 .250/.375 1-3/4''-SPECIFY 2''-SPECIFY

.120 .250/.375 2''-SPECIFY 2''-SPECIFY

Many other widths and lengths available. Available with spun  

end or staked pins. 

Choose from a wide variety of stock plain or countersunk hole patterns.

Brass and Stainless Steel pins available. 

We provide anodized, painted and commercial plated finishes.

GAUGE KNUCKLE LENGTH PIN DIA. OPEN WIDTH SERIES

.035 .250 .086 3/4'' - 4'' 1435

Available in 1” By 1” Butt Hinge  and with Weld Stop.  

 

900 Inside Stop Hinge

.035 .500 .091 3/4'' - 4'' 1235

Spring loaded hinges are made to order to suit 

your requirements. We stock a variety of springs 

that can be used with hinge series 1435, 1240, 

1247, 1260, 1267 and 741. 

We will be happy to assist you in choosing 

the proper hinge for your application

/4  - 4 1235

(FLAG)

(TAKE APART)
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WELD STOP CONTINUOUS HINGE

Many other widths and lengths available. Available with spun end or staked pins.

Choose from a wide variety of stock plain or countersunk hole patterns.

With the addition of laser processing, the range of precise and complex hinges 

we can produce in any shape, without tooling, is greatly enlarged.

If you require hinges other than standard, we have the ability to reverse engineer and 

produce hinges per your requirements.

GAUGE PIN DIA. OPEN WIDTH LENGTH

.035 .086 3/4'' - 4'' 1''

.040 .091 3/4'' - 4'' 1-1/2''

.050 .125 1'' - 4'' 1-1/2''

.060 .125 1'' - 4'' 1-1/2''

.060 .187 1-1/4'' - 4'' 2''

.074 .187 1-1/4'' - SPECIFY 2''-1/2''

.074 .250 2-1/2'' 2''-1/2''

.074 .250 1-1/2'' - SPECIFY 3''

.090 .187 or .250 1-1/2'' - SPECIFY 1-1/2'' - SPECIFY

.104 .250 2'' - SPECIFY 2'' - SPECIFY

.120 .250 or .375 2'' - SPECIFY 1-3/4 - SPECIFY

.134 .375 2'' - SPECIFY 2'' - SPECIFY

Circular projections spaced at repeated intervals

give sufficient paint clearance between hinge

knuckle and adjoining abutted parts.

Weld Stop continuous hinge makes fast and

accurate alignment possible

reduces cost

eliminates scraping of paint from the hinge knuckle 

prevents friction and binding 

makes your product more attractive and better working

series 1435 only

The Hinge & Laser Specialist
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Heavier Gauges on Request ***CAN DO .500 DIA PIN W/ .187 THICK MATERIAL 

***CAN NOT DO ALUMINUM IN 1435 SERIES  

HINGES CUT TO LENGTH 6' OR 8' LENGTHS IN STOCK

STANDARD /  IN STOCK CONTINUOUS 

HINGES IN STEEL, STAINLESS & 

ALUMINUM

GAUGE
GAUGE BY  

DECIMAL
KNUCKLE PIN DIA

PIN BY  

FRACTION
WIDTHS SERIES

20 0.035 1/4" 0.086 43/500 3/4"-4" 1435

20 0.035 1/2" 0.095 19/200 3/4"-4" 1235

19 0.040 1/2" 0.091    1/11 3/4"-4" 1240

19 0.040 1/4" 0.08    2/25 3/4"-4" 1440

18 0.050 1/2" 0.135    1/8  1 1/16"-6" 1250

16 0.060 1/2" 0.125    1/8  1 1/16"-6" 1260

16 0.060 1" 0.125    1/8  1 1/16"-6" 1060

16 0.060 1/2" 0.187    3/16 1 1/4"-6" 1267

16 0.060 1" 0.187    3/16 1 1/4"-6" 607

16 0.060 1" 0.25    1/4  1 1/2"-6" 601

14 0.074 1/2" 0.187    3/16 1 1/2"-6" 1247

14 0.074 1" 0.187    3/16 1 1/2"-6" 747

14 0.074 1" 0.25    1/4  1/2"-SPECIFY 741

13 0.090 1" 0.25    1/4  2"-8" 901

12 0.104 1" 0.25    1/4  2"-8" 1210

11 0.120 1" 0.25    1/4  2"-8" 1110

11 0.120 2" 0.25    1/4  2"-8" 1120

11 0.120 1" 0.375    3/8  2"-8" 1115

11 0.120 2" 0.375    3/8  2"-8" 1125

7 0.187 1" 0.375    3/8  SPECIFY 715

www.sdproducts.com6
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S & D STANDARD CONTINUOUS HINGES - 6FT. & 8FT. LENGTH

SERIES 1435 1240 1260

1060

607

1267

747

1247

741 901 1110

1120

1115

1125

GAUGE .035 .040 .060 .060 .074 .074 .090 .120 .120

PIN DIA. .086 .091 .120 .187 .187 .250 .250 .250or .250or

  KNUCKLE

  LENGTH

  1/4''   1/2''   1/2''or    

     1''

  1/2''or

      1''

  1/2''or

     1''

 1''or 2''      1''  1''or 2''  1''or 2''

TYPE OF 

MATERIAL

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

Steel 

Alum/SS

 

OPEN WIDTH

3/4'' X X

1-1/16'' X X O

1-1/4'' X X X X O O

1-1/2'' X X X X X X

2'' X X X X X X X X X

2-1/2'' O O X X X X

3'' O O X X X O X X X

3-1/2'' O O X O O

4'' O O X O O O O X

Hinges are considered as standards. If you require a hinge other than a standard, we are equipped 

to produce special and new design hinges. 

Brass & Stainless Steel pins available

All hinges except stop hinges open a full 270O

It is advisable to keep the overall length of a continuous hinge a multiple of the knuckle length. This 

will provide a neat, free acting hinge.

Fast delivery on cut to length sizes

ALSO AVAILABLE

Plain Steel   Nickel Plated    Brass Plate    Aluminum    Bright S.S. in 1-1/16", 1-1/4”, 1-1/2, 2”. 

Widths with countersunk holes for #4 or # 6 flat head screws.

X  Indicates in stock for immediate shipment    O Indicate available BUT NOT in stock

The Hinge & Laser Specialist
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FORMED, FABRICATED AND LASER CUT HINGES

S&D Products Laser Cutt ing Capabi l i t ies:

Flat Sheet Metal - Beds capable of handling material up to 60 X 120"

4000 Watt laser systems

Stainless Steel   - up to .500 thickness

Aluminum             - up to .375 thickness

Steel               - up to .750 thickness

S&D Products produces components using laser technology on programs where quantities do 

not justify hard tooling.  This technology allows us to keep our customers competitive during 

the prototype and limited production phases of a programs life cycle.  After parts are laser cut 

to size, our secondary department can add additional features such as forming insuring final 

part design is met to print specifications.          

 Laser Cutt ing Def ined

Laser cutting is technology typically used for limited quantity industrial manufacturing 

applications.  Laser cutting works by directing the output of a 4000 watt laser coupled with 

nitrogen and oxygen gas.  Laser cutting works by directing the output using preset computer 

settings cutting the material to exact design and shape specifications.  The material left behind 

the process leaves a very clean edge with a high quality surface finish.  Industrial laser cutting 

is typically done on flat sheet material as well as structural tube and pipe. 

The beam produced by the laser stimulates material using electrical discharges from the lamps 

used in a closed container.  As the lasing material is stimulated the beam is reflected internally.  

By means of a partial mirror, the beam achieves sufficient energy to escape as a stream of 

monochromatic coherent light. Mirrors or fiber optics are typically used to direct the coherent 

light to a lens, which focuses the light at the work zone.

The narrowest part of the focused beam is generally less than 0.0125” (0.3175 mm) in 

diameter. Depending upon material thickness kerf widths as small as 0.004” (0.1016 mm) are 

possible.  In order to be able to start cutting from somewhere else than the edge, a pierce is 

done before every cut. Piercing usually involves a high-power pulsed laser beam which slowly 

(taking around 5–15 seconds for 1⁄2-inch-thick (13 mm) stainless steel, for example) makes a 

hole in the material.   

SPECIAL HINGES, F INISHES, METALS AND FORMING

S&D offers in house Mechanical Timesaving, Vibratory Tumbling and Deburring

Whatever your hinge requirements are please call, fax or e-mail us to reverse engineer 

your requirements

www.sdproducts.com8
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HINGES SELECTION

Bi-Fold Hinges 

 

Bi-fold Hinges are two hinges of various lengths that are multi-leaf allowing the door or panel to 

be opened in both or the same direction. Bi-fold Hinges have multiple pivot points that allow a 

tighter swing with a greater degree of travel. 

 

Butt Hinges 

 

Butt Hinges are generally 6 inches in length or shorter. Butt Hinges are most commonly used on 

doors, fabricated panels, etc. It is a hinge with two rectangular metal plates with screw holes 

joined by either a pin or rod. Butt Hinges are most commonly used in multiples, three or fours. 

Most Butt Hinges found in the U.S. are made of steel, although Butt Hinges for exterior doors are 

often made of brass, stainless steel, or aluminum to prevent corrosion. 

 

Case Hinges 

 

Case Hinges are similar to a Butt Hinge however usually more of a decorative nature most 

commonly used in suitcases, briefcases and the like. 

 

Concealed Hinges 

 

This type of hinge is also known as an Invisible Hinge. These hinges are made so you only see 

the surface of the door. They consist of two parts, which are pivots and brackets. Concealed 

Hinges commonly used on furniture doors (with or without self-closing feature, and with or 

without dampening systems). 

 

Continuous Hinges 

 

This type of hinge is also known as a Piano Hinge. Continuous Hinges run the entire length of 

the door, panel, or box. Continuous Hinges are manufactured with or without holes. These hinges 

also come in various thicknesses, pin diameters, and knuckle lengths. 

 

 

Custom Hinges 

 

Custom Hinges are any style of hinge manufactured to a customer’s specific needs  

or requirements. 

 

 

Flag Hinges 

 

A Flag Hinge can be taken apart with a fixed pin on one leaf. Flag Hinges can also swivel a full 

360 degrees around the pin.  Flag Hinges are manufactured as a right hand and a left hand 

configuration. 

 

Gate Hinges 

 

Gate Hinges are a shorter hinge with longer leafs commonly used on fencing.

The Hinge & Laser Specialist
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Heavy Duty Hinges 

 

Heavy Duty Hinges are made of various hinge styles used in heavy duty applications. These 

material thicknesses range up to ¼” (one quarter inch) thickness. 

Hospital Hinges 

 

Hospital Hinges are commonly shorter in length typically manufactured of stainless steel with 

rounded machined knuckles.

    

In-Stock Hinges

 

This type of hinge is also known as a Piano Hinge or Continuous Hinge. It runs the entire length 

of the door. In-Stock Hinges are manufactured with or without holes. These hinges also come in 

various thicknesses, pin diameters, and knuckle lengths.

Institutional Hinges 

 

Institutional Hinges are commonly shorter in length typically manufactured of stainless steel with 

rounded machined knuckles. 

 

Knife Hinges 

 

The Knife Hinge is shaped like a pair of scissors. It is commonly used in toolbox lids as a side 

support. 

 

Latch Hinges 

 

Latch Hinges combine a hinge and a latch in a standard piece of hardware. They may or may 

not include a spring release.  The Latch Hinge / Spring Release Hinge has either a pair of 

spring-loaded handles or a single handle, which pulls toward the center to release the body or 

door from the keeper. An alternate style relies on an engagement hole or slot in the adjoining 

surface. Installation is simple and inexpensive using screws, rivets or by welding. All styles are 

manufactured to close tolerances. End play and side play are held to a minimum, insuring a 

precision fit and smooth operation. 

 

Off-Set Hinges 

 

Off-Set Hinges offset the pin pivot point of the hinge. Off-setting is a secondary process that can 

be applied to many types of hinges. 

 

Overlay Hinges 

 

Overlay Hinges fold into each other. Two hinge leaves that fold or lay into one another to reduce 

overall thickness. 

 

Piano Hinges 

 

This type of hinge is also known as a Continuous Hinge. It runs the entire length of the door. 

Piano Hinges are manufactured with or without holes. These hinges also come in various 

thicknesses, pin diameters, and knuckle lengths.  

 

Reverse Assembly Hinges

 

Reverse Assembled Hinges take one leaf turned upside down and assemble one leaf up and one 

leaf down (in reversed fashion). 

www.sdproducts.com10
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Slip Joint Hinges 

 

Slip Joint Hinges or, Take Apart Hinges, are used for easy and quick door removal and are ideal 

when doors need to be frequently removed. Commonly used on removable doors, panels and 

gates, this type of hinge is comprised of a male leaf with an attached pin and a female leaf with 

no pin. They can be configured either left- or right-handed, with or without holes. 

 

Special Hinges 

 

Special Hinges are any style of hinge manufactured to a customer’s specific needs or 

requirements. 

 

Spring Loaded Hinges 

 

Spring Loaded Hinges can be configured for various tensions and to hold the hinge in the  

open or the closed position. 

 

Strap Hinges 

 

Strap Hinges are generally shorter in length with longer leafs. This type of hinge is designed for 

supporting wide doors. 

 

Stop Hinges 

 

Stop Hinges are commonly manufactured as either an inside Stop Hinge or an outside Stop 

Hinge at various degrees or angles. 

 

Swage Hinges 

 

A Swage Hinge is designed to close the gap between the leaves in the closed position. Reverse 

swaging is used to simulate reverse assembly cost effectively. 

 

Take Apart Hinges 

 

Take Apart Hinges or, Slip Joint Hinges, are used for easy and quick door removal and are ideal 

when doors need to be frequently removed. Commonly used on removable doors, panels and 

gates, this type of hinge is comprised of a male leaf with an attached pin and a female leaf with 

no pin. They can be configured either left- or right-handed, with or without holes. 

 

T Hinges 

 

This type of hinge is shaped like the letter T. It is commonly used on gates. T Hinges come in 

many different styles. T Hinges typically have one narrow leaf and one wide leaf. 

 

Weld Hinges 

 

Weld Hinges or Weld-On Hinges come in various styles of hinges with welding performed as a 

secondary process. 

 

Weld-on Hinges 

 

Weld-on Hinges or Weld Hinges come in various styles of hinges with welding performed as a 

secondary process.

The Hinge & Laser Specialist
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ALL TYPE OF HINGES  

MANUFACTURED UNDER ONE ROOF

About S&D Products

With roots dating back three generations from 1957; the name S&D Products has 

been synonymous with the manufacturing of custom and continuous hinges to exact 

specifications. With humble beginnings adjacent to O’Hare Airport; our organization 

has grown to servicing over one thousand active customers on an annual basis. In 

2009, the Guanci family achieved its vision developing our State of the Art 125,000 

square foot campus now located in Bartlett, Illinois.

S&D Products core competency is in the manufacturing of a variety of custom hinge 

types including; custom designed, continuous, piano, butt, spring, heavy gauge, and 

lift hinges. We also provide related hardware and stampings up to 100 ton capability.  

 

S&D Products also offers precision Laser cutting, shearing and assembly capabilities. 

This flexibility allows us to manufacture components ranging from one to one million 

pieces. This same flexibility is available for OEM’s and Distributors requiring us to 

inventory program specific quantities meeting JIT – Just in Time delivery requirements.

Do you have a program requiring volumes not justifying expensive progressive die 

tooling? Let our vertically integrated custom secondary departments handle your hole 

punching, coining, countersinking, forming, offsetting, notching, finishing, and plating 

requirements. Materials used in our process include Aluminum, Brass, Galvanized, 

Stainless Steel, Carbon Steel, and Titanium Alloy.

Please allow our dedicated Sales Engineers and Customer Service Teams to support 

your requirements. To learn more about our world class organization, please explore 

our website at www.sdproducts.com or call our team at 800-989-6365. We look 

forward to servicing your requirements.

S&D Products, Inc. 

1390 Schiferl Road  

Bartlett, IL 60103

Toll Free 800.989.6365 

Phone  630.766.6365 

Fax      630.766.1483

www.sdproducts.com

Q R  M o b i l e  C o d e




